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Abstract--Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithms have been widely used to solve clustering 
problems. Yang and Yu [1] extended these to optimization procedures with respect to any probability 
distribution. They showed that the optimal cluster centers are the fixed points of these generalized 
FCM clustering algorithms. The convergence properties of algorithms are the important theoretical 
issue. In this paper, we present convergence properties of the generalized FCM clustering algorithms. 
These are global convergence, local convergence, and its rate of convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cluster analysis is an approach to unsupervised learning in pattern recognition. The importance 
of clustering in various disciplines uch as taxonomy, genetics, medicine, nutrition, imagine pro- 
ceasing, geology, education, business, et cetera, is well-documented in the literature. See, for 
example, Devijver and Kittler [2] and Jain [3]. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering is a powerful 
tool in cluster analysis, see, Bezdek [4]. FCM clustering has been used to explore the structure 
of a data set and applied in a variety of substantive areas. Some examples can be found in 
Huntsberger et al. [5], Davenport et al. [6], Keller et al. [7], and Chan and Cheung [8]. 
Let X be a subset of an s-dimensional Euclidean space R 8 and let c be a positive integer bigger 
than one. A hard c-partitions of X into c parts can be represented by mutually disjoint sets 
B1,. . . ,  Bc such that B1 U... U Bc = X or equivalently by the indicator functions/~1, . . . ,  Pc such 
that p~(x) -- 1 ifx is in Bi and #~(x) = 0 ifx is not ill B~ for all x in X and for all i = 1,... ,c. The 
extension of hard c-partitions to allow #~(x) to be functions (known as membership functions) 
assuming values in the interval [0,1] such that #l (x)+. . .  +/~c(x) = 1 is called a fuzzy c-partitions 
of X into c parts. FCM algorithms which were generalized by Dunn [9] from the well-known hard 
c-means (more popularly known as k-means) and extended and formulated by Bezdek [4] have 
been the well-known fuzzy partitioning algorithms. 
Let G be a probability distribution function on R s supported by X and let H" [I be the 
ordinary Euclidean norm. The FCM clustering procedures with respect o G are to choose 
a = (al, . . . .  ac) E (RS) c and a fuzzy c-partitions ~= (#1,.../zc) to minimize c-means objective 
function 
t2_  
= / X:  ,11 C(d ) 
J i=1 
among a l la  and all # where 1 < m < c~. Let Xn = {xb . . . , xn}  be a finite data set and 
let G,  be the empirical distribution which puts mass 1/n at each and every point in the data set 
{Xl,. . . ,  xn}. Then the c-means objective function becomes 
n c 
Jm(an,#,a) = 1 Z Z #m (xj)Ilxj -a ,  II 2. 
j=l ~=1 
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Bezdek [4] gave the following necessary conditions for a minimizer (.*, a*) of Jm(Gn,., a): 
w.  * . m . 
a 7--  i= l , . . . , c  
and 
.7  (~k) = Ilzk - a [ l l  2 / (~-1)  
The FCM algorithms for computing the minimizer of Jm(Gn,#,a_) are iteration through the 
necessairy conditions. 
Consider a particular fuzzy c-partitions of _a in (RS) c of the form 
"i(X'a--) ---- (~-~j--1 IIx:aill2/(m-i,_ ~-1 
i ix_aitl2/(m_l)) , i=  l , . . . ,c .  
Define #(a) = (.1 (x, a ) , . . . ,  .c(x,  a)) and define that 
Lm(G, a) = Jm(G, ,(a), a) 
c ( IIz-a, II ~lcm-1) ~-m 
" S~ s=l ~ IIz a, I121(~-1)] I Iz-ail l 'G(dz) 
Then, for any fuzzy c-partitions # = ( . l (x) , . . . , .c (x))  and _a e (RS) c, 
Jm(a, .(a_), a_) <_ Jm(a,., a_). 
The reason for the last inequality is that 
.7' (z,_a)IIz - a~ll 2 C(dz) <_ .?  (z)IIz - a411 ~ C(d:~), 
4=1 
which can be seen from the simple fact that 
4=1 j=l Yj ] 4:1 
for Pk -> O, Yk > O, k = 1 , . . . ,  c, Pl + "'" + Pc = 1. To claim the simple fact, we may take the 
gradient of the Lagrangian 
and also check that the Hessian matrix of h with respect o Pl, . . . ,  Pc will be positive definite. 
Let (.*,_a*) be a minimizer of J ,~(G,.,a) and let _b* be a minimizer of Lm(G,a_). Then 
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That is, Jm(G, I~*,a*) = Lm(G,b*). Therefore, we have that solving the minimization problem 
of Jm(G, ~,a.) over p and _a is equivalent to solving the minimization problem of Lm(G,a) over _a 
with the specified fuzzy c-partitions ~(_a). Based on this reduced objective function Lm(G,a), 
Yang and Yu [10,11] created the existence and asymptotic behaviors of the FCM cluster centers. 
Yang and Yu [1] derived the iterative algorithms for computing the minimizer of Lm(G,a_) as 
follows: 
Set a_ 0 = (al0, . . . .  ac0). For k _> 1, let a_k = (alk,...ack), where for i = 1,... ,c, 
f x#P(z,a_k-1)O(dx) 




/ '~i(X'~-- I )= j--1 I1~ a.~(k-1)ll ~/(~-')) 
They extended FCM algorithms with respect o Gn to FCM algorithms with respect o any 
probability distribution function G. We call these iterative algorithms the generalized FCM 
algorithms. They also showed that the optimal cluster centers hould be the fixed points of the 
generalized FCM algorithms. 
In Section 2, we create the numerical convergence properties of the generalized FCM algorithms. 
These include the global convergence, the local convergence and its rate of convergence. 
In Section 3, we present simple numerical examples and make conclusions. 
2. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES OF THE GENERALIZED FCM 
Let R 8 be an s-dimensional Euclidean space with its norm denoted by I1" II. Let G be a 
probability distribution function on R a and let a = (al , . . . ,  ac) be an element of (RS) c. Consider 
-- a* the following optimization problem. Choose a* = (a~,..., c) to minimize the reduced c-means 
objective function 
We note that we have restricted our search for the optimal fuzzy c-partitions with the specified 
membership functions ~ = (#1 (x,_a*),..., pc(X, a_*)) of the form 
I Ix- atll 
-1  
, i= l , . . . , c .  
In Bezdek et al. [12,13] and Hathaway et al., [14], they created the global and local convergence 
theorems of the FCM algorithms based on J,~(Gn, t~, a). In this section, we shall create the global 
convergence and local convergence properties of the generalized FCM algorithms and also its rate 
of convergence. We will apply the Convergence Theorem A of Zangwill [15]. First, we define the 
generalized FCM operators and give the Convergence Theorem A of ZangwiU as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let _a E (R') c and let G be a probability distribution function on R' .  T : (RS) c --* 
(RS) c is called the genera//zed FCM operator f iT  = (T1,... ,To) and Ti : (RS) c --* R s are defined 
by 
/ 
f ,p(x,a)C(dx) ' 
where 
j -~l [[X -- a j I l2 / ( ' - l ) /  
-1  
, i -1 , . . . , c .  
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CONVERGENCE THEOREM A. [15] Let the point-to-point map M : V --* V generate a sequence 
oo  {gk}kff iO by Zk+l = M(zk). Let a solution set fl C V be given, and suppose that: 
(1) There is a continuous function Z : V --~ R such that 
(a) ff z ¢ fl, then Z(M(z)) < Z(z), and 
(b) i f z  E f~, then Z(M(z)) < Z(z); 
(2) the map M is continuous on V\f~; 
(3) ail points zk axe contained in a compact set S C_ V. 
Then the/ imit  of any convergent subsequence shall be in the solution set 12, and Z(za) will 
monotonically converge to Z(z) for some z E 12. 
REMARK 1. ZangwiU originally defined on the point-to-set map M : V ~ 7~(V), the power set 
of V. Therefore, it is necessary to define a closed point-to-set map. But the algorithms of interest 
here is a point-to-point map and the "closed" property is exactly continuity for the case of point- 
to-point map. 
We create the following lemmas to lead the global convergence theorem of the generalized FCM 
algorithms. 
LEMMA 1. If f IlzllUV(dx) < oo, then Lm(G,T(fl)) < Lm(G,a_) for any a_ ~g f~F, where f~F is the 
set of fixed points of T. 
PROOF. Let a ~ f~F. Then T(_a) ~ _a. 
Lm(G, T(a)) = Jm(G, #(T(_a)), T(_a)) 
< Jm(G, #(a), T(a)). 
We consider to minimize Jrn(G,#,fl) with respect to fl for a fixed #. It can be checked that 
the conditions of interchangeability between integral and differentiation are satisfied. Thus, 
0 f 0 
Jm(G,~,a)  = / 
0ai j ~a~ 
y~ #In (x)ilx _ a~l12 G(dx). 
Let a) a=a* = O. Then a i = f ~, (=)G(dz) "
• 
But 
0 2 { 2 f #~(x)G(dx), 
Oa~Oa--"-~" Jr,,(G, #, a) = O, 
if i = j, 
i f i ¢ j ,  
where f#~(x)G(dx)  is assumed bigger than 0. Therefore the Hessian matrix of Jm(G,p,a) 
w.r.t, a is positive definite. Then Jm(G,#,a_*) < Jra(G,#,a) for any fixed #. Since a is fixed, 
#(a) is fixed. Replace # by #(a). Then 
J~(G, ~(_a), b') < J~(G, ~ (a_), a), 
where 
. f ~l"(~,~) GCd~) -.-_ T~(a). 
b~ = f l~7,(x,a_ ) G(dx) 
That is, Jm(G, #(a), T(a) < Jm(G, # (a),a). Therefore, Lm(G, T(a_)) < Lm(G, a_). I 
LEMMA 2. If f Ilzll 2 G(dx) < oe, then Lm(G, ") is continuous on (R') c. 
PROOF. Let h(x,a) = ()-~,c__ 1 I1=- adl-2/(~-l)) l-re. We know that h(x,a_) is continuous on 
(R 8) x (RS) c. Let a E (RS) c. Then there is a M > 0 such that a~ E B(M) = {a E R" I Ilall < 
M, M > 0} for all i. For e > 0, let $ > 0 be such that for all x E B(k) = {x E RS[ Ilxll < K, K > O) 
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and b • (RS) c with II_a- bll < ~, Ih(x,_a) - h(x,b)l < [ .  But 
h(z ,a )  = (iffi~ 1 l[ x -  aill-2/(m-l) ) 1-m 
< ( min I[x--ai[[-2/(m-1)~ 1-m ~i=l,...,c / 
< max I lx-adl ~ i----1,...,c 
< 2]lzll 2 + 211adl 2 
< 211zll 2 + 2M 2. 
ILm(G,_a) - Lm(G,_b)l = f(h(x,a_) - h(x,b_))G(dx)l 
_< / Ih(x,_a) - h(x,b)lG(dx) + [ [h(z,a) h(x,b) lG(dx) 
.111 xll<K JIIxll>K - - 
' I  _< ~ + 4 (llxll 2 + M 2 + k)a(~), where k is a fixed constant. xll>g 
But f Ilxll2G(dz) < ~.  
k) G(dx) < 9" Then IL.(G,_b) - L.~(G,_a)I < e. That  is, Lm(G, .) is continuous on (RS) c. 
LEMMA 3. I£ f  IlxllG(dx) < oo, then T : (RS) e --. (RS) e is continuous. 
PROOF. Recall that 
Then we can choose K large enough to make fllzll>k (llzll 2 + M2 + 
l 
z=:""  
j f x  IIz - ajII 2/(m-1) ] 
= 1 + ~'~ - aiH2/(m-1) 
Then #~n(x,a_) is continuous on R" x (R')  c and 0 </zm(x,a_) < 1 for all (x,a_) E R s x (R')  c. Let 
_a E (R')  c. fx#~ (x,_a)G(dx) <_ f Ilxll G(dx) < oo. By the dominated convergence theorem, 
lim /x/~'~(x,b_.)G(dx) Jb--*a / b--._a = f lim x#~ (x;b_) G(dx) = xl~r~ (x,a_) a(dx). 
That  is, fx#~ (x,a_)G(dx) is continuous on (RS) c. Similarly, f l~  (x,a_)G(dx) is continuous on 
f x&' (x,~ G(dz) 
(R') c and f~? (x,a)G(dx) > 0. Thus, T~(a_) = fwk(x,a_)O(dz) is continuous on (RS) c. Then 
T : (R') c --. (R')  c should be continuous on (R°) c. II 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that G has a bounded support in R'. Then all points {ak} generated by 
a_k+ 1 = T(a_k) over (RS) c are contained in a compact set. 
PROOF. G has a bounded support, say S. Let a 6 (RS) e. Then there is an M > 0 such that 
S C B(M) = {x e R" I Ilzll < M} and a_ e (B(M)) e. Let 
I~  (x, a) G(dx) 
H(dx) = fB(M) ~P (x, a_) G(dx)" 
Then H(dx) >_ 0 and fB(M) H(dx) = 1. 
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Thus {ak} generated by ak+ i = T(ak) should be contained in a compact subset of (RS) c. | 
Applying Zangwill's convergence theorem with Lemmas 1-4, we give the first global convergence 
theorem of the generalized FCM algorithms. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that G has a bounded support in R s. Then all the limit points of {_ak}~°=o 
generated by the generalized FCM operator T over (RS) c are the fixed points ofT, and Lm( G,ak) 
will monotonically converge to Lm(G, a*) t'or some fixed point a* of T. 
Next we like to show that a fixed point of T is exactly a stationary point of Lm(G,a) as the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that f [[xi[ 2 G(dx) < c¢. Let f i r  be the set orE, red points o fT  and let 12 be 
the set of stationary points of Lm(G,a_) over (RS) c. Then f~ = fiR. 
PROOF. Yang and Yu [1] had showed that f~ C_ F~F. We only claim that ~F C_ F~. Let a* e f~F. 
That is T(a*) = a_q*. If we claim that 
0 Lm(G,a) a=a* = lim Lm(G,a) - Lm(G,a*) 
_a--><,- II_a - _a* II = o,  
then a* E fL Thus f~F C f~. 
Lm(G,a) - Lm(G,a*) = Jm(G,#(a),a) - Jm(G, lz(T(a*)),T(a*)) 
<_ Jm(G, #(T(a*)), a) - Jm(G, tt(T(a*)), T(a*)); 
lim Lm(G,a) - Lm(G,a_*) < lim Jm(G,g(T(a*)),a_) - Jm(G,#(T(a_*)),T(a*)) 
~_-~_a- I I _a -  a_*ll - ~----." I I _a - _a* l l  
= OJm(G'#(T(a*) ) 'a)  _a:T(_a.) 
=0.  
The reason for the last equality is that Jm(G,#(T(a*)),a) has a strict local minimizer at 
a = T(a*) over (RS) c. 
Next, consider that 
i • [ (~(x ,a )  - ~(x ,  a'))(l lx - aiN 2 - IIx - a~l12)l G(dx) i= l  
i >_ ~P(z ,a* ) l l z -  mll2a(dx)  - ~.~(z ,a* ) l l z -  a*l l2a(dz) "_-- i=1  
- . ,  ( _a) l lx - adlla(dz) + .7 ' ( z ,a_ ) l l x  - a ; l l l a (d : r )  
i=1  i= l  
= (J. , .(a, ~(_~*), a_) - J,,,(a,.(a_*), a_*)) - (Jm(a,#4a_),a_) - Jm(a ,  .(a_),_a*)) 
> (Jm(G,I.t(a_*),a) - Jm(G, #.t(_a*),_a*)) - (Lm(G,a_) -Lm(G,_a*)). 
Then 
lim Lm(G, fi) - Lm(G, fi*) > lim Jm(G,#(a*),fi)-Jm(G,#.t(fi*),a_*) 
c 
J [ ~ [ [Iz - adF  - IIz - a~l12[ lim Ittm(x,a) #m(x,_a*)[ G(dx). 
-~--~" i=l ILa - a*ll 
We know that lim J.,(c,t,(_a'),a_)-J,.(c,t,(a_*),a_') = O. 
a--,a* I1--~----~* II 
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~OI[x _- For i = 1 , . . . ,  c, 0~ I - ai[[ 2 -2 (x  - ai) is continuous for ai in R s. Then [Ix - ai[[ 2 is 
differentiable at each ai in R s. By Taylor expansion, there is a bi on the line segment between 
a~ and ai such that 
I lx - a~ll 2 = I lx - a:H 2 -4- (ai - a~) ' ( -2 (x  - bi)) H]x - ai]12 - [Ix - a;]121 < 2[[x -- bill < k(1 + I[xll) 
[[ai-a[[[ - - 
where k is a constant. But f Ilxll2G(dx) < ~,  
[#~n(x, a) - gi tmlx , -  J a*~' - < 2, for all i = 1 , . . . , c .  So 
[ IIz-a'll2-11z-a*ll2[ < [ IIZTa'll~-II~-a;ll2[ and 
Ha--a*[[ -- [[ai--a*[[ 
(£i=1 I~tm(x'a)--~n(x'--a*)[ I Hx--aiII2--11--~----a* [[;:gll-a~H2[') 
is dominated by an integrable function for a in some neighborhood of a*. Since #m(x,a)  is 
continuous, lim [#m (x, a) - #~ (x,_a*)[ = 0 for all i. By the dominated convergence theorem, we a-*a* 
have that lim f)-~iC__l [#m(x,a) -~(x,a*)[}]Jx-alJJa-[! x-a~]ja (~(dx) ---- 0. Therefore, we have a-*a* a-_a 
that lira Lm(G,a_)-Lm(G,a*) 
a-.a* Ila-a_* II ---- 0. | 
According to the results of Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, we create the second global convergence 
theorem of the generalized FCM algorithms. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that G has a bounded support in R s. Then all the limit points of {a_k}~= 0 
generated by the generalized FCM operator T over (RS) c are the stationary points of Lm(G,a), 
and Lm ( G , a ~ ) will monotonically converge to Lm ( G , a * ) for some stationary point a* of L,~ ( G , a ) . 
I f  we consider any probability distribution function G, it is diglcult to claim Lemma 4, that 
is, all points {~} generated by _ak+ 1 = T(ak) over (RS) ~ are contained in a compact set. In 
order to avoid this kind of ditticulty, we may employ one-point compactified compact space ~s  
of R ~. We know that ff we add a c-dimensional element o0 to R ~ and let ft ~ = R ~ U {o¢} 
then R~ has the usual one-point compactified topology. Thus (RS)~ becomes to be the one-point 
compactification of (R~) ~ ( See Roydon [16] ). It is clear that Lemma 4 should be true for any 
probability distribution function G. Therefore, we can replace that G has a bounded support 
in R ~ by that f [[xll2G(dx) < ~ in Theorem 2, and we have the third global convergence theorem 
of the generalized FCM algorithms. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that f HxH2G(dx) < o¢. Then all the limit points of {a_k}~°=o generated by 
the generalized FCM operator T over ( ft s) ~ are the stationary points of Lm ( G, a_), and Lm ( G, a k) 
will monotonically converge to Lm ( G, _a*) for some stationary point _a* of Lm ( G, a). 
REMARK 2. Theorem 3 gives us the global convergence r sult of the generalized FCM algorithms 
with respect o any probability distribution function, assuming that the second moment of the 
distribution is finite. 
It  is quite interesting to investigate the local convergence behavior after we have created the 
global convergence r sults. Next, we shall give a local convergence r sult that once captured by 
the local neighborhood of a minimizer of L,~(G, a_), the succeeding iterate sequence generated by 
T will not escape. That  is Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4. Let a* be any local minimizer of Lm(G,a_) at which the Hessian matrix of Lm is 
positive definite relative to all feasible directions. If f [Ix[[2G(dx) < o0, then there is a neigh- 
borhood N(~f) of a* such that ff a o is in N(~) then {ak}~= 0 generated by the generalized FCM 
operator T over (RS) c will converge to a*. 
PROOF. Since the Hessian matrix of Lm at a* is positive definite relative to all feasible directions, 
there is an r > 0 such that for all a E S(r) = {b E (RS)C[ ][b-  a*[[ < r} we have that Lm(G,a) > 
Lm(G,a*) and S(r) is convex. But T and Lm(G, .) are both continuous on (RS) ~. Therefore, 
there is a ~f > 0 such that i fa  E N(~i) = {b E S(r)[0 < Lm(G,b) -Lm(G,a* )  <_ 6} then 
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IIT(_a) - T(_a*)ll <_ r. But T(a')  = _a*. So T(a_) E S(r). We know that Lm(G,T(a_)) < Lm(G,a_). 
Then 
0 <_ Lm(G,T(a_)) - Lr~(G,a_*) < & That is, T(_a) 6 N(6). 
Now, we have that whenever _a 6 N(~), T(a_) 6 N(6). But N(6) C S(r) where S(r) is a compact 
subset of (RS) c. If a_ o is in N(6) then {~}~=0 should be in S(r). We know that _a* is a unique 
minimizer of Lm(G, .) on S(r). By Zangwill's convergence theorem A, {a_,}~°ffio will converge 
to a*. m 
Bezdek et al. [17] gave the rate of local convergence ofa grouped variable version of coordinate 
OO , descent. They consider a two-stage algorithm with a sequence {(xk, Yk))k=0" 
Xk+l "~ S(:~k), a solution of minF(x,y~); and 
Yk+l = W(yk), a solution of minF(xk+l,  y), 
Y 
for computing a minimizer of an objective function F : R n x R r" -* R. They showed that if 
(x*, y*) is a local minimizer o fF  and the Hessian matrix o fF  at (x*, y*) is positive definite relative 
to all feasible directions, then any sequence {(xk, yk))~°ffi 0 generated by S and W which converges 
to (x*,y*) should converge to (x*,y*) exponentially fast. It is clear that this convergence rate 
can be applied to our reduced c-means objective function Lm(G,a_) and the generalized FCM 
algorithms and we have Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 5. Let a* be any local r~nimizer of Lr~(G,a_) at which the Hessian matrix of Lm is 
positive definite relative to all feasible directions. Then any sequence {~-~}~=o generated by the 
generalized FCM algorithms for which it converges to an* should converge to (2* exponentially 
fast. 
REMARK 3. Theorem 5 tells us that there is numbers a > 0 and 0 _< A < 1 such that for all 
large enough k, 
II -k <- k. 
Recall that the generalized 
(a lk , . . . ,  a~k) as follows: 
and 
. 
FCM algorithms generate a 
f GCd ) 
aik = f ~[,(x,a_k_l)G(dx) 
NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSIONS 
sequence {fl*)~ffil with a_ k = 
-1  
fix -_ a~(~-,) H 2/(~-I> 
In Section 2, we had created some convergence theorems of these generalized FCM algorithms. 
Now we give simple numerical examples by implementing these algorithms. 
We consider the simple case m = 2, s = 1, c = 2 and choose the stopping criteria e = 0.001. 
That is, when L%+1 - a-kll -< 0.001, we stop running the program and write out the cluster 
center _a*. We are specially interested in the mixture density of normals and give the results in 
Table 1. 
We know that whenever the generalized FCM cluster center ~!* is generated, we can get the 
membership functions ~ (x, a_ °) by 
[ 
' 
According to the numerical results of Table 1, we see that the generalized FCM cluster center _a* 
changes whenever the mixing proportion a changes. But the effect shall decrease when the 
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Table 1. Generalized FCM cluster centers for mixtures of normals. 
11 
exN(-2, 1) 4- (1 - a)N(2,1), and aN( -10 ,  I) -I- (I - (~)N(10, 1), and 
generalized FCM cluster center a* generalized FCM cluster center a* 
<~ = 0.I, _a* = (-1.210,2.207) a ---- 0.I, a* ---- (-9.998, 10.002) 
ot = 0.2, f l*  = ( -1 .832 ,  2.138) ot = 0.2, _a* = ( -10 .000 ,10 .001)  
o~ = 0.3, _a* = ( -1 .969 ,  2.115) a = 0.3, _a* = ( -10 .001 ,  10.001) 
oL = 0.4, _a* = ( -2 .032 ,  2.095) ot = 0.4, _a* = ( -10 .001 ,  10.001) 
= 0.5, _a* = (-2.069, 2.069) r, = 0.5, a* = (-10.001,10.001) 
a = 0.6, a* = (-2.095, 2.033) a = 0.6, a* = (-10.001, 10.001) 
a = 0.7, a* = (-2.115, 1.970) a = 0.7, a* = (-I0.001, i0.001) 
(x = 0.8, a* = (-2.137, 1.833) a = 0.8, a* = (-10.001,10.000) 
a = 0.9, a* = (-2.206, 1.215) a = 0.9, _a* = (-10.002,9.998) 
mixture subpopulations become to be well-separated. These tell us that the FCM cluster centers 
are not consistent to the subpopulation means. These numerical examples just give us the inside 
of result of Hathaway and Bezdek [18]. 
The convergence properties of algorithms are the important theoretical issues. In this paper, 
we create the sound global and local convergence r sults and its rate of convergence about the 
generalized FCM clustering algorithms. These could give a good extensive view for the people 
who may be interested in the FCM. 
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